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Rare Disease Detection: Rare But Not Alone

The plight of patients with rare diseases is a critical unmet need of patients in healthcare. The statistics are frightening; there are 7000 rare diseases in the world that affect
350,000,000 people. One in eleven Americans has a rare disease. Three-quarters of
patients with rare diseases are children and only half of patients receive an accurate
diagnosis. The average delay for a patient to receive a diagnosis with a rare disease is 1
1/2 years. It is deeply concerning that one in four patients with a rare disease waits four
years for an accurate diagnosis. There is an urgent need to communicate knowledge
and expertise in the field of rare disease detection.
The journal Science, (American Association for the Advancement of Science) in collaboration with Fondation Ipsen delivers international science webinars for the general public.
In 2022, these webinars focused on building solutions to improve the detection of rare
diseases. The Rare Disease Gazette is a magazine that broadcasts these discussions.
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Charlene Son Rigby:

The Conversation
Experts of the month
Cristina Casanova Might, B.S., M.B.A.
(Undiagnosed Diseases Network Foundation,
Birmingham, AL)
Avril Daly (EURORDIS, Paris)
William A. Gahl, M.D., Ph.D. (National Institutes of
Health, Bethesda, MD)
Sean Sanders, Ph.D. (Science/AAAS, Washington,
DC)
Charlene Son Rigby, B.A., M.B.A. (RARE-X, Aliso
Viejo, CA)

Sean Sanders (host):

Welcome to this first webinar in our
2022 Science and Life series on rare
diseases, entitled Re-imagining rare
disease detection: Who needs to be at the
table?
William A. Gahl:

I am a pediatrician and a biochemical geneticist at The National Human Genome
Research Institute at the NIH in Bethesda, Maryland. I study rare diseases and
direct at the NIH Undiagnosed Diseases
Program. I am also involved in some international efforts to bring Undiagnosed
Diseases Programs to other nations.

Cristina Casanova Might:

I am the Executive Director for the Undiagnosed Diseases Network Foundation.
We seek to end the diagnostic and therapeutic odyssey for all through the evolution and expansion of the Undiagnosed
Diseases Network. I started my journey
into rare disease advocacy as a parent of
a child with a new NF1 rare disease. I am
a rare disease patient now as well, so I am
happy to be part of this conversation.

Avril Daly:

I work as the CEO of Retina International. It is a patient-led global organization of
charities and foundations which fund and
support research into rare forms of eye
disease, retinal disease. I am also the Vice
President of EURORDIS, which is the European Organization for Rare Diseases. I
have worked on the development of policy
actions around the issues concerning rare
diseases for over 20 years now. I am also
a person who is living with a rare disease: I
am affected by retinitis pigmentosa, which
is a form of inherited retinal degeneration.
I am delighted to be here today to bring
the European perspective to the discussion. Thank you for inviting me.

I am the CEO of RARE-X (https://rare-x.org/).
RARE-X has developed a data platform to
collect patient-reported data across rare
diseases. I have spent my career building software solutions for the analysis of
Big Data. Prior to RARE-X, I was focused
on commercializing artificial intelligence
technology to speed diagnosis of patients
through genomics. I am also the mother
of an eight-year-old girl, Juno, who has a
rare neuro-developmental condition. She
was diagnosed after a three-year journey,
through whole exome testing. I co-founded the STXBP1 Foundation to advance
development of treatments for kids like
my daughter. So I am glad to be with all
of you today.

Sean Sanders (host):

Bill, could you explain to us what defines a rare disease and how is “rare”
differently defined around the world?
William A. Gahl:

In the United States, the 1983 Orphan
Drug Bill defined a rare disease as one
that affects fewer than 200,000 individuals. In Europe, however, the European
Union defines a rare disease as one that
affects fewer than one in 2,000 individuals. But that is for a single disease. If you
consider the composite of all the rare
diseases, it is a lot greater than that: estimates go anywhere from 300 million to
30 million to 3 million. So, when someone
says that there are 300 million individuals
in the world with a rare disease and there
are seven billion people, it is about 5% of
the population, or 1 in 20, whereas the
definition in Europe, for example, is 1 in
2,000. So there is a two orders of magnitude difference. Of course, it is because
there are a lot of different rare diseases,
but a general estimate that is repeated
in the literature is that there are 20 to 30
million people in the world with a rare disease. I think we should also consider all
the individuals who are affected by having
a person in their family, or an acquaintance, or a worker, or a boss, who has a
rare disease. So numbers have incredible
implications that affect all colleagues and
family members of people who have rare
diseases.

Sean Sanders (host):

Bill, do the numbers you mentioned
include individuals who are undiagnosed? Is that an estimate of the number of people with rare diseases?

William A. Gahl:

Yes, it is just an estimate. How would
we know how many people are undiagnosed? We might have an idea from genetics: there are databases that list variants, which are potential mutations, and
one can estimate how many times, for
example, for a recessive disease, some
of the pathogenic mutations will come
together to cause a rare disease. It is always true that the estimates based on
those genetic variants are much greater
than the actual number of people who are
diagnosed. So it is clear that we are not
coming even close to diagnosing all the
individuals who have rare diseases—at
least rare genetic diseases.

Sean Sanders (host):

Great. Cristina, would you like to share
any thoughts, especially about the number of undiagnosed individuals? I feel
like this is a really important part and
something that we spoke about last year.
We really don’t have a good sense of how
many people, both adults and children,
might be living with rare diseases and
never know it.
Cristina Casanova Might:

I think that is one of those things that we
are currently trying to study along with the
economic impact, because it is very difficult to make progress in this field unless
we can quantify it and hopefully put some
measures to it. That is something that we
are very interested in. I would be interested to hear what Avril thinks as well, since
I know that in Europe, there are some differences in this regard.

Avril Daly:

I think that the points that have been
raised already show the complexity. We
are looking at definitions that are so variable and different. We work in Europe on
the assumption that there are 30 million
people living in Europe with a rare disease
and 300 million people globally affected
by rare diseases. Rare Diseases International, which is an organization made up
of patient advocacy groups that are working globally on all continents, is currently
working with the WHO to look at an operational definition that is clear, and that we
can work towards as a global community
to overcome these challenges. How can
we really define the effects of these conditions — not only on the patients in their
day-to-day lives, coping with and living
with a rare disease, but also the burden
on society, on governments, on health-
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care systems and what we need to plan
for the future — if we are not aligned?
I also hope that through conversations
such as this one, that include a broader
stakeholder engagement and a broader geographical discussion, we can arrive at a solution, because it is currently
a real burden for all of us. From my own
perspective, working in an international
organization with colleagues in different
countries, it is hard, as advocates, to address this issue. So, yes, we are working
towards that, and hopefully these discussions will further enable it.

Sean Sanders (host):

Great, thank you so much, Avril. Cristina, I just wanted to come back to you
with a question about some of the psychological effects of living with a rare
disease, and living with no diagnosis.
Cristina Casanova Might:

Absolutely. My son, as I mentioned,
struggled with a rare disease, and for a
long time, he went undiagnosed. He was
one of the first cases of clinical exome
sequencing in the United States and he
was successfully diagnosed with a disease called NGLY1 deficiency caused by
an error in the gene known as NGLY1. For
those years, the anxiety, the stress, and
the toll on our families and others was
significant. The toll from multiple misdiagnoses that almost cost him his life was
also significant, as well as the toll on our
family and other relationships. This is repeated across the rare disease space, it
is not unique to us. Actually, his rare disease led to my rare disease because living in an ICU for weeks and weeks at a
time gave me an autoimmune condition.
I now have generalized myasthenia gravis
as a result of the stress on the caregiver.
It is obviously not my son’s fault. Unfortunately, he did not win his battle against
rare disease, he passed away in October
of 2020, just shy of 13 years old. The
struggle that we faced here in the United States is replicated across the globe
for patients, for their caregivers, and for
others within the community. That stress
is severe and is often comorbid with several psychological effects such as depression, anxiety, and other issues that come
along, that can sometimes confuse the
diagnostic process. The issue definitely
needs to be addressed more holistically
as we treat patients with rare disease. Oftentimes they are seen as a collection of
symptoms rather than as a whole or as
a person, as a family unit, and we really
need to view things a little bit more ho-

listically to be more effective overall and
hopefully not waste as many resources
— especially time. I feel like in our country, we are very fortunate that there is not
as much societal shaming or shunning as
there are in some of our colleagues’ countries, where there is a great deal of fear
and isolation, more so than there even is
here. It absolutely breaks my heart, but for
rare disease patients in Africa, for example, they have been stoned because they
don’t have a diagnosis or because they
have a rare diagnosis that is intimidating.
So the more knowledge, the more insight,
the more light we can shed on these
diseases, the more acceptance there is.
Even if there is not a treatment, at the very
least, there is some humanity and some
validation in that.

“That stress is severe and is
often comorbid with several
psychological effects such
as depression, anxiety, and
other issues that come along,
that can sometimes confuse
the diagnostic process.”

Charlene Son Rigby:

We are building a platform that enables
the collection of data across rare diseases. We felt that this was very important
because to start the process for collecting
data — to start to characterize a disorder — can be very expensive and complicated. This is often started by a patient
advocate because there aren’t researchers who are interested in their disorder
because there might be vanishingly small
numbers of patients that have been identified for that disorder.
We wanted to enable patients to be able
to collect a robust amount of data in a robust and standards-based way. We have
structured the platform in such way that
we are not assuming that a patient has a
particular diagnosis. This is important because for a lot of rare diseases, especially new ones, we don’t know what all the
symptoms are. Our goal with being able
to have patients start to collect data is to
do an initial characterization, and this also
enables us to address undiagnosed patients because they can start to categorize and catalogue what symptoms they
are experiencing. We therefore build the
body of data on the road to diagnosis.

Sean Sanders (host):

William A. Gahl:

We found in the Undiagnosed Diseases
Program that when individuals can not
put a name on their disorder, there is a
lot of suspicion about whether they really have a rare disease or a disorder. That
has an impact on their relationships with
their family, their employers, employees,
colleagues, etcetera. It also has an effect
on their physicians. There are times when
physicians, probably in part because they
feel inadequate or because they haven’t
made a diagnosis, don’t actually want to
see the patient! We have noticed that for
many of the patients who come to us in
the Undiagnosed Diseases Program.

Sean Sanders (host):

Charlene, I would like to turn to you
now since you have been through a similar odyssey to Cristina, and I am also
interested to know how the work that
you are doing at RARE-X impacts this
diagnostic odyssey and particularly the
misdiagnosis of rare diseases which can
prolong the odyssey and cause a lot of
pain and suffering.

Bill, what are some of the most critical
factors in the length of time to detection
or diagnosis? Why does it take so long?
William A. Gahl:

One major issue is that physicians and
healthcare workers are not familiar with a
lot of the rare diseases, so they don’t recognize some of the signs. Some of them
aren’t even willing to admit that they don’t
know those things, and they don’t refer
patients — and referral to major medical centers is a critically important issue.
Another issue is that in some societies,
healthcare is not sufficient for a large portion of the population, so that known diseases can not be diagnosed or can not be
eliminated because patients can not go to
a tertiary care center and get the specialized care and diagnostic pursuits that are
needed. So I think there are social and
academic, medical institutional factors.
Some of them are related to money and
some are related to people not actually
doing their jobs, by not learning enough
or referring when they should.
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“One major issue is that
physicians and healthcare
workers are not familiar with
a lot of the rare diseases, so
they don’t recognize some
of the signs. Some of them
aren’t even willing to admit
that they don’t know those
things, and they don’t refer
patients.”

Sean Sanders (host):

Avril, from your European perspective,
is there a difference in the education of
doctors in Europe or around the world
that allows them to better detect and
diagnose rare diseases, or is this a global
problem that is not really country-specific?
Avril Daly:

I think the issue is global. The situation is
a challenge across the board for the various reasons that have already been highlighted. The issue with referral that Bill has
already brought up is particularly important. The fact that “I don’t know what it is.
I don’t know who to refer to. So I don’t do
it.” does happen, and it is very sad that it
does happen.
At the European level, we have been
working for a number of years on the development of European Reference Networks. We have developed, through the
European Commission, a sort of a “hub
and spoke” model. We have a hub with
24 different disease areas — say, for example, an expertise center on liver, or an
expertise center on the heart, or the skin,
or in my case, the eye, etcetera. Each expertise center has a hub somewhere in a
European healthcare setting, in a hospital
setting. Each hub has a spoke system. To
become a member of a European Reference Network, centers around Europe
must fit and reach specific criteria set by
the European Commission, in collaboration with member states and experts in
those states in specific areas.
The European Reference Network allows
for better diagnostics among other things.
It is currently five years in operation, it
is very much still in its infancy. The ambition is to use databases as centralized
systems, so that if somebody walks into

a hospital in Ghent, for example, in Belgium, with a very unusual condition, that
clinician, in that center, is linked in to a European center, and can connect through
that EPMS system and say “This is the expert in this area, and this is somebody that
I can refer to.” It is a case of finding ways
where the expertise, and not necessarily
the patient, can travel, so we can speed
up the diagnostic journey.
These European Reference Networks are
also very important for the development of
care pathways. We didn’t know as much
in the space of rare diseases as we do
now, therefore, there didn’t used to be
a care pathway for specific conditions.
Now, we can develop them through these
networks.
Also, we can learn how to better share
data. This is incredibly important. In Europe, we are working on the European
Health Data Space. It is essentially a way
in which we can start to look at how we
generate data, how we curate that data,
and how we utilize that data appropriately,
so that we can address a lot of the challenges that are faced. Of course, that will
also form part of our European Reference
Networks. It is a sort of a one-stop shop.
Ultimately, we also hope that this will help
us to drive innovation. The more we learn
about disease, the more we can research
those conditions. It is a very important
step forward from a European perspective, based very much on American models as well. We are very hopeful that the
technologies that are currently being developed, and the ability for the doctors
and the researchers to communicate
better through these networks, will lead
to better diagnostic options and a more
speedy diagnosis for patients. From an
education perspective, which was your
question, these networks are the way in
which we can provide that education to
our doctors.

“The technologies that are
currently being developed,
and the ability for the doctors and the researchers to
communicate better through
these networks, will lead to
better diagnostic options and
a more speedy diagnosis for
patients.”

William A. Gahl:

I agree, I think the European Reference
Networks are spectacular. I would like to
point out that a few years ago there was
a proposal to have a European Reference Network for rare and undiagnosed
diseases, and they decided not to do it.
The problem is that not all patients fit into
the specialty that is covered by one of the
ERNs. I still think it is a good idea to have
a more centralized system.
The second point I would make is that
there is no specialty in medicine for rare
and undiagnosed diseases. There is a
person in Hungary, named Bela Melegh,
who is working on developing a certification within Europe that is not binding or
it doesn’t get you in, but that offers the
person who has that certification enough
prestige, which will enable the person to
be respected enough by universities to
take care of patients who don’t have a diagnosis yet, or who have a rare disease. I
think that it would be a great step forward
too.

Avril Daly:

I agree. I remember all of this happening
at the time, and it is what we have been
informed as patients, and we are working
with these ERNs and with the Commission
on all of this. It is an evolving situation. The
hope is that some of the networks can
work together as well. For example, in the
eye and endocrine diseases, there are a
lot of different crossovers, and hopefully
we will find a way to be able to address
these issues and evolve. One of our biggest issues is the fact that we are dealing
with parents all the time, whose children
just don’t have a diagnosis, can not get
access to a diagnosis, and nobody knows
where to send them. We hope that this is
a step forward. It is, as I said, five years
in practice right now, but still very much
in its infancy. We hope that it will get the
support from European Commission that
it really does deserve, in order to be able
to develop in the way that you have outlined so eloquently.

Sean Sanders (host):

Charlene, I saw you nodding your head
to a number of the comments. I just
wanted to come to you to see if you had
any thoughts that you would like to
share.
Charlene Son Rigby:

I am excited to learn about these reference networks. Just from a rare epilepsy
standpoint for instance, when we got my
daughter’s diagnosis, we were at a major
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academic center in San Francisco, and
we had a very dedicated neurologist and
a dedicated geneticist. The first thing that
they told us was that they had never diagnosed a child with STXBP1. There wasn’t
even a next step. We need to be able to
give patients and their families a next step.
Standards of care and being able to leverage experts in a remote way — because
there are never going to be enough experts for each of those individual rare disorders — are hugely important. I am very
concerned about the multi-system issues
that Bill pointed out because, for instance,
it applies to a lot of neurodevelopmental
epilepsies: the child might present first
with seizures, but also with behavior and
autism issues, or GI issues. So their point
of entry into the healthcare system might
be very different, while they still need to
find the way to that particular expert or
standard of care. That is the challenge
before us: to get them through that initial
triage period as quickly as possible.

Cristina Casanova Might:

One of the interesting things that Avril,
Charlene, and Bill have touched upon
is provider education. That is one of the
culture shifts that I think needs to occur,
or needs to be instilled a lot earlier as we
train doctors, but also nurses and geneticists, and others who are in the space.
I think the willingness to collaborate right
now has not been historically as ingrained
as it needs to be, and technology can
only do so much. The technology that we
have is simply phenomenal, and a lot of
what we are capable and able to do now
is fantastic. For me, the bottleneck seems
to be, in many cases, collaboration. That
is why, in the United States, the Undiagnosed Diseases Network has been so truly successful and phenomenal, because it
is a group that has really focused on collaboration and innovation. More broadly, it
just needs to happen, and it needs to start
happening sooner, and not just within very
deep specialties. It needs to start in the
pediatrician’s office, having the paediatrician willing to admit that she or he does
not know.

“One of the interesting things
[…] is provider education.
That is one of the culture
shifts that I think needs to
occur, or needs to be instilled
a lot earlier as we train
doctors, but also nurses and
geneticists, and others who
are in the space.”

William A. Gahl:

I think sharing and collaboration are greater now than they were 10 years ago, and
then it was greater than it was 20 years
ago. Part of it is technology, but part of it is
an understanding that as physicians and
researchers, we don’t know everything,
and we can make a lot more progress
working together. One of the things that
was mentioned previously had to do with
finding researchers to study particular disorders, especially new disorders. Once
they find out that there is a human being
who may have a disorder that is new, and
that is within their wheelhouse of scientific
research, they are usually overjoyed. Part
of it is because there is a financial incentive: they can probably get a grant more
easily if there is a human disease associated with it. But remember, researchers
are intrinsically curious and want to find
out new things. I think if we had more
resources, one of the things that I would
spend more resources on is having someone look up the researchers who study
each of the individual candidate genes
that are part of the evaluation of our undiagnosed patients, and see if one of those
researchers wants to pursue the variant
that is found in a gene in one of our patients that doesn’t have a diagnosis yet. I
think that would be incredibly profitable in
a way to leverage the total knowledge of
our world.

Sean Sanders (host):

I would like to move on to talking about
what can make a real difference in the
detection and diagnosis of rare diseases.
Who are the stakeholders? Who needs
to be involved? We have talked about a
number of different groups already, but
I am interested to hear if there are any
groups that we haven’t talked about.
Charlene, I will come to you first. AI is
one of the newer areas where computer technicians and programmers, who
maybe didn’t have anything to do with
or didn’t know about rare diseases, are
now having a huge impact.
Charlene Son Rigby:

Certainly, the players that we think of
most are the providers, the medical insurance companies, healthcare access policy makers. But as a technologist, I think
that we really can be active stakeholders.
There has been a tremendous push in
terms of technology and development in
the area of rare disease, analyzing rare
disease and diagnosis. At my previous

company, Fabric Genomics, we worked
in artificial intelligence development, and
we were specifically developing an artificial intelligence algorithm called GEM,
which is used to bring together phenotype
information and genomic data to accelerate and scale diagnosis. This technology
is being used, for instance, at Rady Children’s to accelerate diagnosis of newborns in the ICU where truly every minute,
every hour, matters for these children. It is
interesting that you used the word “stakeholder” because I think that for a lot of
folks who have been in the technology industry and may not have a background in
biology or in rare disease, thinking of them
as a stakeholder — where they really are
an active contributor and have a stake in
this arena — is very powerful from a motivation standpoint.

Sean Sanders (host):

Avril, do you see any new groups or
groups that we are not talking about
that should be involved in this discussion?
Avril Daly:

I agree with Charlene, in relation to bioengineers, engineering, data specialists,
IT sand pecialists. This is very important
in how we are going to address the issue of diagnosis. We know how exciting
AI is and we have seen how exciting it
could be for us in this community from
a diagnostic perspective. The innovators
in that space absolutely have to join the
traditional groups such as the patients,
the industry representatives, clinicians,
nurses, counselors, and scientists. They
are the groups that we traditionally think
of, but it is very important to include those
other communities. We are starting to see
that actually, even here, they are becoming more involved in research applications
that we are doing. We are starting to see
that sort of interest and that understanding of how to engage, and it is great. From
our perspective, going back to this idea
of education, we are seeing in the patient
community that engineers are taking the
initiative to reach out to us to ask questions.
What could also be important, in general terms, is to sit down with people living
with rare diseases and just talk to them.
These guys find solutions sometimes
through general conversation, and that
is something that should be encouraged
and is exciting in this community. We call
it the necessity of ingenuity: we can talk
to each other, and listen, and experts will
hear the needs and maybe understand
what the solution could be.
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“The innovators in that space
absolutely have to join the
traditional groups such as
the patients, the industry
representatives, clinicians,
nurses, counselors, and
scientists.”

“Poor people are not at the
table and they need to be.
We need representatives of
those populations in other
countries and within our own
country to sit at the table.”

Cristina Casanova Might:
Cristina Casanova Might:

I am going to put my industrial design hat
on and say that I really don’t see that anybody is not a stakeholder in rare disease.
I think everybody is impacted, and what
I personally would like to see more of in
the space and brought to the table are
some of these other, maybe softer, more
human expertises as well, including communications and visualization, because
being able to communicate that data is
key. All the data in the world is not going to mean anything unless people can
parse it and understand what someone is
saying. Sometimes one word can mean
multiple things to different people. Being
able to translate from a patient to a doctor
to someone who is in industry is valuable:
sometimes the same word means something totally different to all the different
stakeholders. So if there is a way to refine
those pieces of technology and bring in
that communication expertise I think that
we can hopefully move the progress on
all of these rare diseases a little bit more
quickly. It would be to our detriment to
ignore the fact that it takes everybody to
make something happen for these patients and their families.

William A. Gahl:

I agree that everyone is a stakeholder,
but I think that there is one group that is
not represented at the table right now,
and that is poor people. People in poverty have been abandoned by the social
network, and so cannot access an Undiagnosed Diseases Program. In a way, we
are all part of a club that is privileged, and
our patients are privileged. But there are
other places where this is just not true. In
the United States, it is certainly true that
there is a disparity in the ability to get to
rare disease experts and to undiagnosed
diseases experts. It is perhaps even more
true elsewhere in the world. Poor people
are not at the table and they need to be.
We need representatives of those populations in other countries and within our
own country to sit at the table.

Absolutely, Bill, that is 100% correct. Advocacy plays such a huge role in whether
or not a disease gets researched, whether
it gets funded, whether you find partners
within pharma or others to develop therapeutics. If you are poor, you are not likely
to have the time or the other resources
necessary to be able to pursue advocacy
to the same degree that others can. We
are filling that gap for some, but it needs
to be done for everybody and globally.

Sean Sanders (host):

I would like come back to the advocacy
side. Charlene, what is the role of advocacy in driving and directing rare
disease research? Cristina has already
mentioned some aspects of that, but I
am also wondering about the impacts
of using the internet, social media and
online support groups within the rare
disease community.
Charlene Son Rigby:

This is something that I am passionate
about. We have talked a little bit about
the fact that patients are oftentimes starting and sparking things for research into
their particular disorder. It has been a
hugely exciting time where we are seeing
patient advocates starting foundations,
research organizations, companies, assembling advisory boards, scientific advisory boards, defining research roadmaps
even if they had no research background,
and building registries. Patients have that
urgency because every day, and every
week that goes by is significant. They can
not wait. Oftentimes, patients have to put
together at least a basic amount of data
to get researchers interested. They can
share information about their disorder and
spark the interest and excitement for a researcher to take their disease on.
I think that social media has been a game
changer. You are now not necessarily
limited to your region or your direct contact network, but you are able to reach
people around the world and to do it in

a very general way. I have seen groups
that are, of course, around a specific diagnosis or disorder, but also groups of
undiagnosed patients looking for people
based on symptoms, and even diagnosed patients aggregating into groups
of people with similar symptoms. So it
is a completely different way of creating
a network worldwide. In fact, I found the
co-founders for the foundation that we
started for STXBP1 on Facebook! It would
probably have taken me 20 years to find
them without that tool. Social media also
enable communities to activate. So once
you have built that community, whether it
be on Facebook or on Twitter or on one
of these more specific disease social networks, you now have the ability to interact
with that community and to count that
community. One of the things that I think
we are all challenged with is, “How many
patients really are in this community?”.
Social media give us the ability to start to
get to what those numbers look like. It is
incomplete, obviously, but at least a start
to count those patients, and then activate
the community to participate in research,
to fundraise … all of those important
things that are important to understand
a disorder and start to develop therapies.

Sean Sanders (host):

Bill, from a clinician’s perspective, what
impacts do you see advocacy groups
having on the direction of rare disease
research and even treatments?
William A. Gahl:

Advocacy groups are incredibly important.
For one thing, they tell us what needs to
be studied. They tell us about the natural
history. They allow us to recruit enough individuals to know what the disease is like.
They also advocate outside for researchers. For example, a clinical researcher is
unlikely to study a disorder if there is only
one or two patients. There needs to be
enough patients to get enough information. There is also some political advocacy that occurs, and occasionally financial
advocacy and assistance. But I would say
that the most important thing is to know
the disease, and in order to know the disease, the clinical researcher or physician
need to see enough patients with it. Advocacy groups also mean a lot to people
who are funding research. For example, if
you write a protocol and ask for help from
the NIH or from some other foundation,
one of the first things they will ask is, “Do
you have an advocacy group behind you?
Are there enough patients to study?” So
it is critically important to have advocacy
groups. And it is also, of course, really im-
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portant for the patients to have someone
to share their stories with and to work together.

Sean Sanders (host):

One aspect that we haven’t really
touched on very much is the research
side. I am particularly interested in incentivizing pharma and biotech companies to do more research into rare
diseases and particularly treatments.
Cristina, do you have any thoughts on
how to best do this? Is it happening at
the moment? Are there some good models for this?
Cristina Casanova Might:

I think that there are currently more models than there were 5 or 10 years ago.
Technology has improved, not just in diagnosis, but also in the development of
therapies. You don’t need large patient
cohorts anymore to develop new therapies. New therapies are still coming onboard even for small, N of 1 conditions.
You can find companies and non-profits
who are willing to do it. It is just a matter
of knowing who those people are, connecting the stakeholders and advocacy
groups, or at least having these communities form and work together in order to
find who those patients are, be able to
let people know how to get diagnosed
and how to get treated … to be able to
hopefully work together to address policy
changes that need to be made nationally,
locally, and even within the hospital systems. I know here in the US, for example,
not every hospital system can do gene
therapy or the delivery of an ASO treatment. So being able to continue to incentivize collaboration, I think, is critical, but
so is also the funding of these technologies more broadly. Hopefully, the idea that
this is a zero-sum game has gone away,
but I think that it is still sometimes present
in academia. Technology has been a real
game changer in that it is not a limited pie:
the pie keeps growing. I think that there is
room for everybody and if we are collaborating, we can optimize those resources and use them more wisely. There are
definitely ways to incentivize biotech and
other industries to develop treatments because they are already doing it. It is just
a matter of getting to those people and
connecting the right players. At least it is
the case here, I would be interested to
hear what Avril says on how it is going in
Europe.

Avril Daly:

Certainly, it is exactly what I would say
myself. It is kind of going back to the
important conversation we had earlier
around social media and engagement to
spark research and enable treatment development.
I think it is very important for patient organizations, when they come together
to support research, to understand what
that journey is, how long that journey can
be, and the various obstacles that will be
faced on that journey, all the way through
from conceiving a research idea because
of an unmet need, to actually understanding how to build a register, what data
needs to be collected, and patient-reported outcome measures, endpoints, clinical
trial design … All of these issues need to
be understood by patients because they
are in this space for a reason: because
they want to find treatments for unmet
needs. Patients need to work together
with the industry, and conversations between patients and the industry are now
taking place more than they used to. They
are talking about these issues: how they
can develop infrastructures to address
them and how they can work on them together. Patients and industry are communicating at a very early stage about molecule development and then discussing,
“Actually this is what has benefited us, this
is what you need to consider”.
Also, as previously mentioned, there is innovation coming out of patient organizations because you have people like Charlene and Cristina who have experience
and understanding of the space and how
they can make it better, and we must also
consider, support and include other people who don’t have this experience.
But also, innovation is coming out of patient groups. Registers are coming out of
patient groups that are being developed
and invested in. We should start asking
more questions such as: Where do these
registers go? How are they sustained?
Who is going to stay in those registers?
Who is going to develop them? Is the national health care service provider going to
do that? Is industry going to do that?
More and more communication needs to
take place, and I think we have learned
from the whole COVID experience that
we, as a community, can use platforms
like this to communicate regularly and
readily to address these issues around
which, perhaps, we wouldn’t have been
able to come together to discuss before.
So we have huge opportunities now to
really not lose the momentum, move
forward, and understand that we are all

stakeholders in this field. We are all doing
this for different reasons, but ultimately,
we want to see benefit to the patient and
we have to, in order to achieve that, really
engage together from the outset and that
includes industry. And they are definitely
doing that, in my experience.

“Patients need to work
together with the industry,
and conversations between
patients and the industry are
now taking place more than
they used to.”

William A. Gahl:

There are a couple of concrete incentives
for industry that have occurred. One of
them is the Orphan Drug Bill of 1983 in
the United States, which allowed for exclusivity if there were approval for rare disease or for an orphan drug. Another thing
is that some of the fees are waived for the
new drug approvals, and that amounts to
a huge amount of money, sometimes in
the $100 million range.
Another point is that if a pharmaceutical
company has moved forward a drug or a
treatment for a rare disease, it can try to
sell it based on the fact that it might also
treat a common disease. That is maybe
just about the greatest incentive for drug
companies, in my experience. So drug
companies get the foot in the door with
the rare disease, and then they can test
a large number of individuals for the more
common disease and extend the indication. That is a big deal in my opinion.

Sean Sanders (host):

We are running out of time, but I wanted to quickly touch on a couple of other
things that were brought up. Avril,
something that occurs to me is that you
have all of these countries or different
groups trying to come up with new
solutions. Is there a danger that there
is going to be splintering if there is not
sufficient communication? If so, how do
we bring together all of these different
countries and different groups who are
developing amazing new technologies,
databases, innovating, so that we don’t
reinvent the wheel multiple times?
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Avril Daly:

I would say that there is splintering. For
example, in my own space, in the inherited retinal degeneration space, I was
diagnosed when I was 23 with retinitis pigmentosa. Now, I know that gene,
but there are 300 different gene types.
There are different genes that are very
progressed along the research journey
towards therapy and that is very exciting. So there is splintering happening in a
lot of disease areas currently, and that is
fine. People want to support the condition
that they or their child are affected by. But
there are some fundamental things that
we can work together on, and that is what
we have been discussing here today. We
can look at the overarching policy issues.
Those policy issues are related to all rare
diseases, for example, the issue of diagnosis, the access to a diagnosis, access
to a genetic diagnosis, what happens to
that piece of information, how we use the
data … All these issues are general issues
that we can work together on.
In specific disease areas, say, for example, in metabolic disorders, or endocrine
disorders, or liver disorders, they may
be different diseases, but there may be
overarching areas that groups can coalesce and work together on. In our area,
we work together on issues concerning
registers, research, infrastructure around
research, but also on regulatory issues.
How do we deal with the issues that are
emerging with new therapies, etcetera?
It is very important that we educate together: not just the patients, but also the
researchers and the clinicians as well, because they are new to all of us. I don’t
agree with the reasoning “I have this very
specific gene, so I don’t need to work with
that other group”. You do. If you really are
serious about getting a therapy from an
unmet need to the delivery to your child,
you have to work with all of these groups
because they are the same issues. That
is why we need to work more universally,
more globally. Coming back to the very
first point that we made about the classifications of these diseases, if we are
starting at a base where we have such
diversity, we are going to be challenged at
every point. So these conversations need
to happen, they have to be global, and we
have to work together on the overarching
issues.

Charlene Son Rigby:

Just to add to that, each individual disorder obviously needs very deep research,
but at a fundamental level, we do need to
come together. Technology is not going to
solve everything. It is clearly critical, and I
think that we are at an exciting time. This is
not specific to rare disease, but with cloud
technology, data lakes, AI that we were
talking about before, we really have this
ability to bring together data. But we need
to address issues like consent, being able
to harmonize governance. How do you
bring data across national borders? Say
there is only 10 patients in one country, 15
patients in another, and one patient in a
third country: we need to be able to bring
that data together and enable researchers
to mine it. So all of these more high-level
issues need to be addressed across rare
diseases so that we can further the treatments we need to develop for our communities.

Sean Sanders (host):

Finally, Cristina, what should the general public know so that they can be better advocates for rare diseases? Is there a
message you would like to send to them
that can bring them onboard and help
them push some of these policies and
ideas forward?
Cristina Casanova Might:

Rare is common. Everybody is affected.
It will affect you. There is someone you
know, either you yourself, a loved one,
colleague, family member, you name it,
who is dealing with a rare disease in this
very moment. We will all be better off if
we work together to solve these conditions. Society as a whole will benefit,
but also you yourself will benefit. We all
benefit when we create a better, happier,
healthier, more just world, and I think that
is what everybody on this panel has been
all about. So I am very happy to be a part
of this, and thanks for having us.

Sean Sanders (host):

Thank you once again to our fantastic
panel, and to Fondation Ipsen for enabling this conversation through their
kind sponsorship. Goodbye everyone.

History Corner
The Human Genome Project
by Florian Delval

The 20th century was incredibly rich for
genetics. It began strongly with the rediscovery of Mendel’s work in the early
1900s. It then took a huge leap forward in
the 1950s with the elucidation of the double helix structure of DNA by Crick and
Watson, not forgetting the fundamental
contribution of Rosalind Franklin and others. It ended with one of the most ambitious projects in the history of science:
the Human Genome Project. According
to Lisa Gannett, author of the article The
Human Genome Project, the HGP was “a
research project in molecular biology heralded as the initial and necessary step for
attaining a complete understanding of the
hereditary nature of humankind”.
Officially completed in 2003, the end of
the project will soon celebrate its 20th
anniversary. Its history is full of twists and
turns, and touches on many subjects
such as international collaboration, the
race between public and private research,
and bioethics. Started in 1990, it took the
participation of hundreds of scientists and
more than ten years to see the end of the
project, allowing immense progress in the
understanding of humankind. A long and
uncertain quest to sequence the three billion base pairs of the human genome. A
mad ambition, which focused mainly on
the knowledge that science could bring to
our understanding of human diseases. It
is only with the benefit of hindsight that
it is clear that, in addition to greatly accelerating biomedical research, the HGP
launched a new way of doing and thinking
science.
A signature feature of the HGP was international collaboration. This extremely
fruitful collaboration was highlighted in
the joint statement of the six countries involved in the project, specifying that the
completion of the project would ensure “a
healthier future for the world’s population”.
As Ewan Birney, author of the article The
International Human Genome Project, explains:
“The international collaboration helped
bind the academic community together,
with the sense that the breakthroughs
in technology and understanding were
best shared, if only to ensure that you
could make the soundest argument to
funders at home. But it was also a matter
of principle by the participants; if the hu-
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man genome was going to be a key data
resource for humanity, ideally a diverse
group of humans should participate in its
creation and have collective ownership of
the result.”
This has undoubtedly been the case. The
world today is very different from that of
1990. While it initially took more than 10
years and almost three billion dollars to
complete, today the complete genome
sequence costs about $1000 and takes
about 15 days to complete. Enormous
progress in such a short time shows the
success of another part of the project:
the ability of science to keep up with and
adapt to the pace of technological developments. To give you a simple example,
at the end of the 1980s, the only computers available were the first PCs and Macs.
By the end of the project, in 2003, most
of us were connected to the internet. One
of the great strengths of the project, as
Richard Gibbs tells us in the article The
Human Genome Project changed everything “was that these parallel developments were rapidly incorporated into the
framework of biology. Necessity speeds
invention”.
“The HGP also changed the standards
for data sharing in biomedical research”.
Throughout the project, there was an increase in momentum to establish policies
that shortened the time between data
generation and publication. These efforts
culminated in the adoption of the Bermuda
Principles in 1996, which allowed genomic sequence assemblies to be submitted
to a public database within 24 hours of
generation. These principles were consolidated after the end of the project, notably by the Fort Lauderdale agreements in
2003. In 2014, the US National Institutes
of Health, the NIH, began implementing
a broad genomic data sharing policy.
These policies now require that almost all
large-scale genomic data generated or
analyzed with NIH funds be shared. The
Global Alliance for Genomics and Health,
an international coalition established in
2013, is also working on the international
framework for responsible sharing of genomic and health-related data.
But not everything has been done nor
was perfect. Many questions arise after
the completion of the project: how can
DNA sequence information provide the
basis for scientific and medical knowledge? Who will have access to the potential benefits from this research, and will
these benefits be fairly distributed? We
therefore leave the final word to Eric D.
Green, who has been involved in the entire project. Since 2009, he has been the
Director of the US National Center for Human Genome Research. In an interview

with Wired magazine in 2020, Green explained that there is still a lot to be done,
and his assessment of the US situation,
we argue, applies to the global reality. To
the question: “What other barriers do you
foresee being a challenge in the decade
ahead?”, he answered:
“The uneven uptake of the technology.
Patients with rare genetic diseases getting
sequenced and diagnosed works really
well at Stanford and Harvard and Baylor. But it is not at all working well in rural
Montana. So the barrier there is getting
doctors who are not at major academic
medical centers, who practice in America’s rural heartland, educated and comfortable with genomic medicine. Because
the risk we run is the further exacerbation
of existing health disparities. If only the
richest and most prominent people can
get access to genomics, that would be
a tragedy. These are the challenges that
were once hypothetical, that are now becoming quite real”.
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50/50 tells the story of Adam, a Seattle based radio-journalist who gets
diagnosed with schwannoma neurofibrosarcoma at 27. His survival
chances? 50/50. The movie, directed by Jonathan Levine and starring
Joseph Gordon-Levitt, Seth Rogen
and Anna Kendrick, combines drama
and humor to take us through Adam’s
journey, who will have to put many aspects of his life into perspective and
decide how and with whom he wants
to face this terrible disease.
What would you do if the person you
just started a relationship with was
suddenly placed in an induced coma
because of a rare systemic autoinflammatory disease? This is the story
of the Big Sick, a touching comedy
starring Kumail Nanjiani and Zoe Kazan. Based on the real-life romance
between Kumail Nanjiani and Emily
V. Gordon, the movie tells us about
how to cope with the family of someone you just met and who, in addition,
doesn’t want you to be there, how to
manage the ambition of your immigrant parents, and how to find your
place as a struggling comedian.
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